MATERIALS
2 x 100gram balls of UK weight chunky yarn.
Yarn used for the long Cowl photographed = 2 balls of King Cole Timeless Chunky (Duck Egg).
Yarn used for the shorter Cowl photographed = 1 ball of Stylecraft Softie Chunky
Total metreage required:
Longer Cowl 310 metres of yarn. Shorter Cowl 160 metres of yarn.

1 x 6mm crochet hook.

MEASUREMENTS
Longer Cowl - length 35cm approx. Width (all way round) - 80cm approx.
Shorter Cowl - length 28cm approx. Width (all way round) - 54cm approx.

TENSION
Width:- 8 repeats of *1 treble, 1 chain* = 10cm. Length:- 9 rows = 10cm.
KEEP ASIDE 29 METRES OF YARN (until the end) as follows:-
Allow 17.5 metres for last row of double crochet and top edging and 11.5 metres for bottom edging.

INSTRUCTIONS

FOUNDATION CHAIN:-
Longer Version - Make 125 chain, turn.
Longer Version - Make 87 chain, turn.

FOUNDATION ROW:– Place a stitch marker in 1st chain from hook, then double crochet to the end (124 stitches).

Then carefully without twisting, join the round with a slip stitch to the stitch (where the marker is placed). Remove the marker. You now have a circle.

FIRST ROW:- Make 4 chain. Place stitch marker in the 3rd chain you just made.
Miss 1 stitch, make 1 treble in following stitch, plus make 1 chain.
Then *1 treble, 1 chain, miss 1 stitch* to end of the round. Join round with a slip stitch to the stitch where the marker is placed. Remove marker.

FOLLOWING ROWS:-

MAKE 1 SLIP STITCH IN THR VERY FIRST GAP. (This moves your working yarn into the chain space).

Make 4 chain. Place marker in the 3rd chain just made, (this 4 chain you have just made counts as 1 treble and 1 chain).

*Make 1 treble in following gap, then 1 chain*. Repeat from * to * until the end of the round. Join round with a slip stitch to stitch with the stitch marker. (Remove the marker).

Continue this round until you have reached 33cm for the longer version, (or 23cm for the shorter version) or desired length.
The join at the beginning/end of each round will gradually move across one space with as your work progresses. This will create a faint diagonal line, traveling from bottom right to upper left, if you are right-handed. Or bottom left to upper right if you are left-handed.

**TOP EDGING**

1st ROW:- at the the round, double the way (making 1 crochet in the treble and 1 crochet in space stitches).

2nd ROW:- edging) 1 chain at the the round. Then work double chain, miss 1 from * to * to fasten off.

**BOTTOM**

Rejoin to bottom working into foundation edge repeat the 2nd row of the top edging.

Fasten of and darn in ends.

Make 1 chain beginning of then make 1 crochet all round, double top of each double each chain (approx 124
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